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Vetting Panel Process

 NRC has developed draft staff 
expectations for an acceptable vetting 
panel process
 NRC has developed internal staff guidance 

for implementation of vetting panel 
process
 NEI has developed NEI 16-04, guidance 

for a vetting panel process
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Pilots of NEI 16-04

 Purpose of pilots is to test the Vetting Panel 
Process
 Purpose of the pilots is not to determine the 

acceptability of three proposed new methods

 Before pilots can proceed, agreement needs to be 
reached concerning the Vetting Panel Process
 Staff needs to understand the process
 NEI 16-04 needs to be revised accordingly
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Staff Expectations
(NEI 16-04 Needs to be Consistent)
 Vetting Panel process that includes a documented 

procedure used to direct the team in evaluating the 
acceptability of the new method and involves certain elements

 Decision or acceptance guidelines that provide guidance 
on accepting the method for review, the level of review 
needed, and technical acceptability of the method

 Team qualifications of the Vetting Panel members and any 
additional technical reviewers to establish the credibility and 
adequacy of the vetting panel process

 Documentation to provide the necessary information to 
ensure that the Vetting Panel process and the findings are 
traceable and the bases of the findings are defensible

 Submittal guidance describes what is to be included in the 
submittal, including the method being replaced and the basis 
for acceptance. 5



Internal Staff Guidance (1/2)

 Describes the purpose of the vetting panel – “to develop a 
recommendation on the acceptability of a new PRA method for use 
in either the base PRA or the application-specific”

 Describes the vetting panel objectives
 Determine whether the new PRA method under consideration should be reviewed
 Identify the needed scope of the review 
 Identify the technical expertise needed for the review
 Identify whether a separate technical review group is needed
 Develop milestones and schedule for the review
 Determine whether the new PRA method is adequate for use

 Describes the roles and responsibilities of the NRC members
 NRC coordinator 
 NRC process consultant/advisor 
 NRC lead panelist 
 NRC panel members

 Describes the process and what constitutes vetting panel closure 6



Internal Staff Guidance (2/2)

 Involves three phases
1. Determine if review warranted, example issues to be 

considered
• Adequate information for review
• Important improvement in risk

2. Determine level of review, and therefore, whether panel 
or separate group should perform the review

3. Perform review to determine the acceptability of the new 
PRA method

 Vetting panel closure
 Submits report to NRC for review and approval
 NRC will issue letter either approving the use of the new 

method, approving given certain conditions, or reject the 
new method for use

 Guidance describes NRC process for review and approval
7
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Current Process in NEI 16-04

 Definitions of terms that are, for example, used to evaluate 
a new method (e.g., pedigree, maturity, complexity)

 Description of types of process options for evaluation of a 
new method

 Description of new method groups that defines review 
options for methods from a particular source /pedigree

 Overview of the vetting panel and review process
 Considerations for the vetting-panel decisionmaking
 Use of a technical review team in the review process
 Size of review team
 Timeframe of the review
 Reconsideration of methods
 Meetings and documentation
 Process improvement 9



NRC Issues with NEI 16-04 (1/16)

Overall Comments:
 Process described in NEI 16-04 is disconnected from vetting 

panel process diagram contained within and thus produces 
many conflicts.   Needs significant interpretation.

 Vetting panel process diagram needs to be clarified to 
represent process more accurately, and NEI 16-04 
organized around it rather than the diagram appearing as 
an “add-on.”  Staff has developed representative diagram.

 NEI 16-04 does not provide guidelines for review, 
acceptance, and documentation which would be appropriate 
and necessary for either vetting panel or separate body 
review.

 NEI 16-04 often refers to level of review.  It appears that  
level of review is synonymous with review option in NEI 16-
04.  Is that intended? 10



NRC Issues with NEI 16-04 (2/16)

Overall Comments:
 Although the vetting panel review is a declared, discussed 

review option in NEI 16-04, the document also states later 
that the vetting panel forming a technical review team is a 
departure from a typical process option and should be 
based on a conscious decision.  This idea of the vetting 
panel review being a departure is confusing; the staff 
believes that a vetting panel review with subject matter 
experts as necessary is a viable review option for a graded 
approach to review.
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NRC Issues with NEI 16-04 (3/16)

Overall Comments (cont’d):
 Do not believe that a standing panel as put forth in NEI 16-

04 benefits the process.  While NRC agrees that there 
needs to be consistency across panels for the various 
methods, the needed technical expertise may vary 
depending on the method.

 NEI 16-04 inadequately addresses use of subject matter 
experts to make decisions appropriate for specialists.   
Leads to poor decisions that may have to be revisited.

 Review options as written bypass NRC closure process (#1 
through #6).   NEI 16-04 separately recommends use of a 
new method prior to full use of process and prior to NRC 
approval.
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NRC Issues with NEI 16-04 (4/16)

Overall Comments (cont’d):
 NEI 16-04 recommends a review option which excludes 

NRC review and relegates NRC to an observer (#5).   
Inconsistent with a quick NRC closure process.

 Document recommends that separate review body results 
from NRC/Industry Methods Consensus Panel be sent 
directly to NEI and NRC for decision, rather than back to 
vetting panel, for recommendation (pg. 9).  Inconsistent 
with quick NRC closure process.

 Certain review options do not appear to go through the 
vetting panel (#1 through #3).  In cases where there are 
comments on the method, who decides if comments are 
adequately resolved?
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NRC Issues with NEI 16-04 (5/16)

Overall Comments (cont’d):
 Unclear how NEI 16-04 review elements, source, pedigree, 

maturity, and complexity play into the decision of the 
vetting panel.  Also, it appears that 16-04 review elements 
have inadequate definitions, e.g. complexity involves many 
intricate parts.   Not a complete list – how about 
“appropriately reflect the phenomena.”  To the extent that 
these review elements are used, are review elements 
equally weighted?

 What role does the solved new methods groups table serve 
if the vetting panel determines the review process.  Table 
outcomes seem arbitrary and will not necessarily produce 
the needed review.
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NRC Issues with NEI 16-04 (6/16)

Overall Comments (cont’d):
 NEI 16-04 position is faulty as it advocates that an existing 

method submitted to vetting panel due to 
deficiencies/errors should continue to be used until vetting 
panel renders a decision on the method.  The nature of the 
deficiency should dictate whether the use of the method 
should be put on hold while the vetting panel processes it.

 Staff disagrees with definition of a new method.  A new 
method is one which has not been accepted explicitly or 
implicitly by the NRC, despite its use.
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NRC Issues with NEI 16-04 (7/16)

Overall Comments (cont’d):

 Information that should be added to NEI 16-04
 Technical review member cannot include an “author” or 

“developer” of the method
 Vetting panel review process is not to be used as a 

mechanism to develop the method.   
 Once the NRC closure process results in a decision, the 

vetting panel discussion is closed.
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NRC Issues with NEI 16-04 (8/16)

Specific Comments
 Definition of a new method

 For regulatory applications, acceptability needs a 
regulatory footprint

 Difficult to distinguish “pedigree” and “maturity”
 Both definitions refer to use of method

 Definition of pedigree
 Peer reviewed per the standard?  Standard and 

associated peer review guidance does not include 
acceptance guidelines for peer reviewing PRA methods

 If formally or implicitly accepted by NRC, it is not a new 
method and should not be entertained.

 Formally or implicitly accepted by another regulator, but 
in what context?
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NRC Issues with NEI 16-04 (9/16)

Specific Comments (cont’d)
 Definition of maturity

 Last bullets seem redundant to pedigree
 Not applied where – industry, regulatory application?

 Complexity
 Explanations are vague
 Should include concept that complexity implies that the 

method is complicated involving many intricate parts 
 Definition of process options

 Why would complexity not be part of the process?
 Types of process options

1. What is meant by an “interim use method”?
2. What is the comment period, comments from the vetting 

panel?  Who decides the comments are minor and not affect 
the application of the method?  Is NRC involved in this 
determination?

3. Who decides the favorable resolution of industry/NRC 
comments? 18



NRC Issues with NEI 16-04 (10/16)

Specific Comments (cont’d)
 Types of process options (cont’d)

4. This implies that Options 1-3 do not go through the vetting 
panel
• The standard in most places would not provide adequate 

information on whether the method would be acceptable
• Option 4 implies that the Vetting Panel will be performing the 

review
• Who would be performing the gap assessment to determine 

acceptability?
5. All methods need to be formally reviewed and approved by 

the NRC
• Omitting NRC review in this review option makes NRC closure process 

time consuming and laborious
6. What is the industry/NRC methods consensus panel? Is this a 

separate RES/EPRI MOU activity? Typically NRC is structured 
so that RES does the more detailed, rigorous reviews

19



NRC Issues with NEI 16-04 (11/16)

Specific Comments (cont’d)
 Definition of new method groups

 Table confusing and not at all clear how it would be used
 When “talked-throughs” were performed using examples, 

was discovered to be flawed
 What process to follow was incorrect

 Overview of vetting panel
 “Standing industry/NRC vetting panel” implies that there 

will always be the same members on the panels
 While NRC agrees there needs to be consistency across the 

panels for the various methods, the needed technical expertise 
may need to vary depending on the method

 Qualifications for the members of the vetting panel may need 
to be expanded given the role of panel, particularly in 
reviewing the technical acceptability of a method

 Need to edit – figure is illustrating the review process and not 
the vetting panel process 20



NRC Issues with NEI 16-04 (12/16)

Specific Comments (cont’d)
 Overview of review process

 Technical review member cannot include an “author” or 
“developer” of the method

 Review process cannot be used as a mechanism to 
develop the method

 Vetting panel decisionmaking considerations
 First sentence is unclear, confusing as to what the 

sentence is trying to communicate
 There are only three decisions –

 New method is acceptable, new method is acceptable given 
certain conditions, or new method is not acceptable

 Several aspects queried as to whether they are 
sufficient.  What does sufficiency imply for the process?  
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NRC Issues with NEI 16-04 (13/16)

Specific Comments (cont’d)
 Review process of given method

 Poorly explained, e.g., vetting panel team review is a 
departure from a typical process option - should be 
based on a conscious decision – “conscious” decision?

 Vetting panel review is a review option in NEI 16-04
 Staff believes that utilizing specialists for vetting panel 

review is a viable option
 Guidance is needed for what needs to be considered in 

deciding whether to use a separate technical review 
team

 Size of review team
 Size of review team is dependent on the needed 

expertise. While complexity is a consideration, the 
technical area is also very important

22



NRC Issues with NEI 16-04 (14/16)

Specific Comments (cont’d)
 Timeframe for completion

 Timeframe appears optimistic for assessment, meetings, 
and NRC closure process.  Disposition should include 
NRC closure process.

 Reconsideration of methods
 Whether a new method, after accepted should be 

allowed to continue to be used, should be based on the 
nature of the deficiency
 For some deficiencies, continued use of the method may 

need to be put “on hold” until resolution is reached
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NRC Issues with NEI 16-04 (15/16)

Specific Comments (cont’d)
 Open meetings and documentation

 Misleading about open meetings
 Appears the technical discussion are closed and not seeking 

public input
 Since a “category 2” (which is a regulatory term), does 

this mean public input will be sought?
 “Vetting panel may seek input from other individuals and 

organization …” – those attending the public meeting, or 
the panel seeking outside the public meeting?

 Why the need to document review path in letter to NRC?
 3rd bullet – what is the difference be “vetting panel 

assessment” and “methods review”?  Is the “methods 
review” the same as the “focused-scope review”?
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NRC Issues with NEI 16-04 (16/16)

Specific Comments (cont’d)
 Open meetings and documentation (cont’d)

 Is the vetting panel performing the focused-scope 
review?  If so, how is this different from a NRC/Industry 
method consensus panel?

 4th bullet – is process requiring the NRC to provide 
approval for the use of an NRC/Industry methods 
consensus panel?

 Last bullet – is it the intent that NRC, via letter, also 
approve the review path?

 Guidance should just state the letter is submitted to NRC

 Continuous process improvement
 Not sure of the value of this section as documents 

generally evolve. 25



Status and Path Forward

 NEI submitted request for fee waiver 
(ML16295A105) on 10/20/2016

 NRC issue letter granting fee waiver 
(ML17044A071) on 4/5/2017
 Applies to review of NEI 16-04 and pilots which support 

its development, to the extent that NEI 16-04 supports 
RG 1.200 revision

 Update NEI 16-04, in response to staff concerns
 Initiate pilots, update NEI 16-04 as necessary
 Endorse updated NEI 16-04 in next update to RG 

1.200
 May issue interim approval letter, if needed
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PRA RG 1.200 Elements

 PRA, from a RG 1.200 
perspective, has three 
elements
1. NRC regulatory position 

defining PRA acceptability
2. Use of consensus standards to 

demonstrate conformance 
with NRC position

3. “Peer review” of PRA to 
demonstrate that PRA is in 
conformance with the 
standard

 All three parts must work 
together
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Peer Review Purpose

 RG 1.200 – purpose of peer review is “to 
determine if the intent of the requirements in the 
standard is met.”
 Provides regulatory position on acceptable peer review

 ASME/ANS standard – purpose of peer review is 
“to determine if the methodology and its 
implementation meet the requirements of this 
Standard … to determine strengths and 
weaknesses in the PRA”

 NEI guidance – provides the process (guidance) 
for performing the peer review

28



Peer Review and New PRA Methods

 Current peer reviews have not addressed the use of 
new PRA methods in a PRA
 Has resulted in issues with the staff on acceptability of PRA

 ASME/ANS RA-Sb-2013 has new requirement
 “…the task of peer reviewing the technical adequacy and 

appropriateness of the method (rather than just its 
application) will fall to the PRA peer review team”

 Standard does not provide requirements for acceptability 
of a new method – standard provides the “what” and not 
the “how”

 NEI has proposed a “Vetting Panel Process” to review 
new PRA methods for regulatory acceptability

 NRC staff evaluating the VPP in an integrated fashion –
in concert with RG 1.200 and the standard 29



New PRA Methods – Staff 
Perspectives

 How are new PRA methods identified
 Peer review needs to identify new PRA methods as an 

F&O
 Standard needs to define what is a new method
 Standard needs to require analyst identify when a new 

method is used

 Peer review may or may not elect to review new 
method for acceptability
 RA-Sb-2013 and new edition requires the peer review to 

review new method

 How does the VPP in addressing a new PRA 
method fit into the overall process for PRA 
acceptability? 30



Peer review (PR)
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Path Forward

 Standard in new edition need to be revised to be 
consistent

 Staff endorsement of new edition and NEI 16-04 
in next revision to RG 1.200
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